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Applications: 

The VID FIRE-KILL Model BPS is suitable for 

protection of engine rooms in busses, trucks, etc.  

System description: 

The VID Fire-Kill Model BPS system is a little local 

application fire extinguishing system designed for 

fast response fire fighting in mobile machinery 

spaces, such as in trucks and busses and 

entrepreneur machineries etc.  

The System is a 7 bar air pressurized standalone 

system which automatically fights fires in engine 

room compartments with sprays of: Water Mist 

with 3% foam enhancement (AFFF), where the 

water mist provides good cooling in the well 

ventilated engine room compartments and the 

foam enhancement provides good fire 

extinguishing in locations where fuel assembles in 

minor pools hidden to direct sprays hidden, and 

provide fast fire knockdown and protection 

against fires reigniting.      

 

 

 

 

 

General Stats 

Power Supply 12-24 Vdc / 2 A 

Backup Battery Life  24 H 

Water Reserve 15l w. 3% AFFF 

Tank Size 25 l 

Tank Pressure 7 bar 

Nozzle pressure 4 bar 

Std. Nozzles 4x  K1 Nozzle 

Std. water use 5.5 – 8.l/min 
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System characteristics:  

The VID Fire-Kill Model BPS System is designed to 

be: 

- Installed in small spaces  
- Rigid and reliable 
- To be simple to install and maintain using 

ordinary tools,  
- To require low maintenance.  
- To be simple and easy to set back to 

service after activation 
- To provide capabilities of monitoring and 

control from drivers. 
- To provide safe automatic double knock 

electrical fire detection and activation. 
- To have redundant sprinkler activation 

capability from reliable non electric glass 
bulb system activation. 

 

 

Power supplies:  

 

The VID Fire-Kill Model BPS system is designed for 

24 VDC 8W power supply from the vehicle’s 

power supply.  The VID Fire-Kill Model BPS, fire 

detection and system activation system has built 

in 24 power supply. 

Electrical power from the vehicles own power 

supply system is applied to: 

1. Maintain power on battery integrated in 
the electrical fire detection and system 
activation panel.  

2. Small Air compressor maintaining 7 bar air 
pressure in agent storage tank, to propel 
the extinguishing agent to the water mist 
nozzles in the engine compartment when a 
fire has been detected. 

3. To supply power for manual system 
activation from the driver seat, or from 
other release switch located in accordance 
with the owners wishes. 
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System: 

The VID Fire-Kill Model BPS system is designed to 

provide fire protection in small engine rooms. 

The system consists of 3 parts. 

Detection and activation system includes:  

An electrical panel which includes a 24h backup 

battery. The panel have two outputs and one 

input. The two outputs are the alarm signal to the 

driver and the activation signal to the activator 

valve. The input is a thermocouple which is used 

to detect the fire in the engine room. The 

detector works as a double knock system. First 

parameter required is a minimum temperature 

and thereafter a Rate of Rise (Δ T) is needed. The 

ΔT value needed is pre-set from factory.   

Supply unit includes:  

A 25l stainless steel tank filled with 15l premix of 

pure water and 3% AFFF. The tank is fitted with 

an input valve and an output valve section. The 

input valve section includes a fill/drain valve, an 

air compressor, a check valve between the 

compressor and the tank and a pressure switch 

which turn on the compressor if the pressure in 

the tank becomes too low. The output valve 

section includes a pressure gauge and an 

activator valve for the water mist nozzles.  The 

system activation valve has electrical controlled 

release function as well as build in activation 

from high temperature glass bulb, to provide the 

fire fighting system with electrical independent 

activation redundancy.   

The system activation valve is installed in line 

between the pressurized agent storage tank and 

the water mist nozzle system protecting the 

engine room compartment.   

Firmly attached to a solid construction element 

with rubber shock absorber bolts 

Inside the fire protected machinery 

compartment, to allow the glass bulb be heated 

from fire in case of a fire in the engine 

compartment.    

The Active water mist system includes:  

A hose or Cu-Pipe in a length specified by the 

costumer to connect the tank supply unit to the 

system activation valve, and to the water mist 

pipe and nozzle system.  

1,5m ø12mm pipe stainless steel piping for 

custom design of a pipe system  to match the 

engine compartment. Four Stainless steel fittings 

and 4 VID Fire-Kill model K1 low pressure water 

mist nozzles. 

 

The system pipe system are installed in the 

engine compartment with the water mist nozzles 

located above the engine to provide full wetting 

of all surfaces in the engine compartment.  

Additional nozzles and fittings, as well as larger 

storage tanks are optional available on orders. 

 

The nozzle system shall be firmly attached to 

ridged construction elements, or the engine 

block. 

The agent pressure tank should be firmly 

attached to ridged construction elements, and 

there should be no more than 5m from the agent 

pressure vessel to the nozzle system. There 

should be no sharp bends on the hose or pipe 

connecting the agent vessel to the activation 

valve, and the activation valve to the nozzle pipe 

system.   

The agent vessel should be located with the 

nozzle pipe connection in the lowest position.    
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The air compressor should be connected to the 

pressure vessel, and there should be no bent on 

the hose or pipe connecting the two elements.  

As standard the air compressor are supplied 

attached to the pressurized agent supply 

pressure vessel.   

Optional: the Air compressor is supplied as a lose 

component, to be hose connected to the agent 

pressure tank vessel.  

The air compressor is controlled from a pressure 

switch attached to the agent pressure vessel, to 

maintain 7 bar air pressure in the pressure vessel. 

The air pressure is connected to the 24VDC 8W 

power supply of the vehicle, to maintain the air 

pressure in the vessel. 

Optional: a pressure transducer is connected to 

the vessel, for monitoring the air pressure in the 

system. 

Standby position: 

In standby position the system measures the 

temperature in the engine room.  

In standby position the system pressurizes itself if 

needed. In case of too low pressure in the tank, 

the pressure switch activates the air compressor 

until the pressure is high enough. The pressure 

switch is set to 7 bar.    

In case of fire: 

If a fire ignites in the engine room, the thermal 

sensor installed, automatically detects the 

temperature rise. When the temperature reaches 

the pre-set alert temperature (Ta), the system 

automatically switches to Alert Mode. Ta is as 

standard set to T normal + 30 degrees. 

In Alert Mode the system monitors the rise of 

heat and if the rise of heat reaches a pre-set 

value (ΔT), the system automatically send an 

alarm signal to the driver. The systems supplies 

relay signal which can be used to give sound or 

light alarm. The system does also give a signal to 

the operator valve on the tank to open (Signal: 

12VDC, 2amp). Opening the valve lets water flow 

into the hose and out to the pipe and nozzle 

system which then distributes fine water mist 

with AFFF onto the engine block and in the total 

engine room. The fine low pressure water mist 

with agent instantly suppress and extinguish the 

fire.  

For reset of the system a new supply tank unit 

including valves should be installed.   

Hydraulic design: 

When the system activates the tank has 7 bar 

pressurized air inside.  Depending on the hose 

length the pressure at the nozzles will be around 

2-4 bar. The standard system, which includes 4 

nozzles of the type K1, will at that pressure use 

approximately 5.5-8 l/min. This will give the 

system a total operation time of approximately 2-

3 minutes.  

Power consumption: 

Both the detection and activation panel as well as 

the air compressor operates on 12-24 VDC/ 2A. 

This power can be supplied by the vehicle 

battery/power supply.   

Additional options: 

If needed a manual release button can be 

supplied, so the system can be operated 

manually by the chauffeur. This solution does 

also include fire indicator at the release button 

position.  
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Service and maintenance: 

Service and maintenance should be done by a 

manufacturer trained operator, and should be 

done every year. At the yearly service, following 

should be checked: 

- The back-up battery. 
- Tank pressure. 
- Compressor operation. 
- All wire connections. 
- All pipes connections. 
- The flexible hose. 
- The nozzles on the pipes. 
 

After system activation: 

It is checked that the activation sounds alarm and 

activation signal when the thermo sensor is 

heated. 

The activation valve is replaced with new, and 

electrical resistant of electrical connections to the 

release valve is checked, not to be broken. (max 

100MA testing power)  

The vessel is refilled with 15 litres of clean fresh 

water with 3% AFFF Foam enhancement.  

It is checked that pressure builds up in the 

pressure vessel, and that all pipe joints are leak 

poof. 

Caution 

If the Model BPS has been compromised or is 

suspected compromised, the part should be 

replaced and returned to the manufacturer for 

further testing. 

 

 

Contact 

For further information on the Model BPS system 

or related products, please contact our sales 

department at Sales@vidaps.dk 

mailto:Sales@vidaps.dk

